Seasons in the Forest
For 1-6 Players Ages 8+ | Duration: 20+ Minutes

GAME OBJECTIVE
You roll two dice. An area on your game sheet is then drawn according to the numbers on
the dice. A seasonal symbol inside this area is then selected and all matching fields are
crossed off. When the game is over, you will receive a different amount of points for each
symbol you have chosen. The player who scores the most points wins the game.

CONTENTS
• 1 Game Sheet Block
(contains 200 sheets with
50 per season)
• 2 dice with custom stamps
• You will require one pen
per player

Spring

FIELD

CLOUD

SYMBOL
STARTING FIELD
Each sheet has 6 starting fields.
They are symbolized with a
leaf that is highlighted in
yellow and numbered.

SCORING RIVER

Summer

Autumn

Winter

PREPARATION
• For your first game, take a spring game sheet and place it in front of you. (In later
games, feel free to choose any season you wish.)

• Ensure you have a pen for each player.
• Have the two dice at hand.
• Whoever was last in a forest is the starting player. They choose the first starting field.
Other players then choose different starting fields, going in a clockwise direction.

• The starting player takes the dice and begins the game.
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GAMEPLAY
The game is played over several rounds. Each round consists of 4 phases.
1
2
3
4

Roll Dice
Draw Area
Mark Symbol(s)
Record Score

In every round, all phases are performed in
sequence. Once all phases are completed, the dice
are passed clockwise to the next player and a new
round begins.

1 Roll Dice
The player with the dice rolls them. When a cloud
appears, different things will
happen depending on the season of the game sheet being played. These events can
be determined by referring to the rules for the correspsonding game sheet (page 6).
2

Draw Area
All players will now draw a rectangular area on their game sheet which will end up
enclosing a certain number of symbols.
The length and width of the rectangle will depend on which numbers were rolled
lled on
on
the dice.
For example, if a 2 and a 4 are rolled, you must draw an area
with sides that are 2 fields long and 4 fields wide. It is your
choice how you wish to orient this shape. It can also be 4 fields
long and 2 fields wide.
In the first round, your starting field must be contained within the area you choose to
draw. The remaining 5 starting fields have no significance. Beginning in round 2, the
areas you draw need to adhere to the following additional rules:
• New areas must be adjacent to a previously drawn area. They need to share a
border with at least one field.
• An area is not considered to be adjacent if it is placed diagonally to another area.
• An area may not overlap any other area.
The new area
shares a border
with a field
of an existing
area.
Correct!

The new area
does not share a border
with an existing area.
(diagonal not allowed)
Incorrect!

If you cannot (or do not want to) draw an area using the numbers of the
current dice roll, you must mark a miss in the scoring area of your game sheet..
For each miss, 3 points will be subtracted from your final score. Once you
accumulate 6 misses, the game is over for you.
3 Mark Symbol(s)
After everyone has finished drawing an area on their game sheet, they each choose
one desired type of symbol contained within it. After choosing, all matching symbols
are crossed off in that area.
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4 Record Score
The selected symbol now needs to be recorded for scoring purposes. To do this, fill
in a circle for each symbol you just crossed off in the corresponding area found at
the bottom of your game sheet.

Tip: At this point you can cross out the entire area which was drawn this
round. This will help make any remaining playable areas more obvious.

BEFORE THE NEXT ROUND
Before the next round of the game begins, you can decide if you want to continue or
withdraw from playing.
If you withdraw, you may not draw any additional areas or cross off any additional
symbols. Others simply continue to play without you.
Rolled
clouds are not allowed to be crossed off, either.

!

Anyone who chooses to continue playing must attempt to use the results of the
next dice roll. (ie: try to draw an area and mark symbols within it.)
Attention: if you are unable to draw an area since you do not have enough
empty fields remaining, you need to mark it as a miss in the scoring area of your
game sheet.

JOKER
In each game, every player has 1 joker action available. This ability can be used to
change the value of a single dice that is in play to any number from 1-4. The color of
dice that is allowed to be changed depends on the season of game sheet in play. This
is shown in the scoring area. You may use your joker even if you were not the one to
roll the dice. If a you use your joker on a dice with a cloud, only the value can be
changed. A cloud still needs to be marked. If you do not use your joker over the course
of the game, it has no impact on end game scoring.

GAME END
Rounds keep being played until everyone withdraws or has marked 6
misses.

FINAL SCORING
Points are tallied at the end of the game. To do this, write the number of points you
obtained in each scoring category (according to the rules on page 6) and then add
he player with the most points wins the game. In the event of a
them all together. Th
tie, the winner is the player with the fewest misses.
Before you start playing, please read through the scoring rules for the spring
gamesheet on page 6. The next few pages contain detailed gameplay examples.
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You now choose to draw an area that is 4 fields
tall and 2 fields wide.

You then choose a symbol in this area and
cross off all the instances of it in the same
area. In this case you have selected the tree
and crossed off the two boxes containing one.
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If you draw an area that crosses
rosses the river, it
ccounts as a river crossing.
A
as different rules
ATTENTION: Each season has
rregarding this crossing (refer
er to page 6).

River Crossing (different in each season!))

Once everyone has drawn an area, crossed off
symbols, and scored them a new round of play
begins.
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The following dice are rolled:

You choose starting field 1

You then mark these symbols off in the matching scoring category.

The First Round

You then mark these symbols off in the
matching scoring category.

You then choose a symbol in this area and cross
off all the instances of it in the same area. In this
case you have selected the pair of birds. For this
scoring category you need to have 2 different
birds (blue and red) in the same area and cross
them off at the same time.

You now choose to draw an
area that is 3 fields wide and 1
field tall. The newly drawn
area must be adjacent to an
existing area by sharing at
least one border.

The following dice are rolled:

If an area
area is simply
p y adjacent
to a river
rivver and does not cross
it, this does not count as a
river crossing.
crossing.

Since the way the area was drawn caused it to cross a river, you must
also mark off a river crossing in your scoring area.

The Second Round

4b

4a

3

2

1

DETAILED PLAY EXAMPLE

2b

The following
dice are rolled:

4b

At the end of the round
you consider withdrawing
since there are only a few
free fields left. Instead
you decide to continue
playing, so a new round
begins.

4

4a You then mark these symbols off in the matching score area.
4b Because a cloud was
also rolled it needs to be marked
as well.

4a

3

2a

2

1

You then choose a symbol in this area and cross off all
instances of it in the same area. In this case, the butterfly.

You now draw an area
that is 3 fields wide
and 1 field tall.

You mark off your
joker to be able to
change the number
on the green dice from
2 to 1. The cloud is
still counted!

You now need to draw an area that is 2 fields by 3
fields. Unfortunately, you do not have enough free
space to do so in this arrangement.

After a few rounds of play...
The following dice are rolled:

4a

At the end of this round, you decide to withdraw. You could have
continued to play until 6 misses were marked, but didn't want to
lose the points. When all players have either withdrawn or marked
6 misses, the game is over and proceeds to final scoring.

4b

4a You must mark down a miss this time.
4b Two
clouds being rolled means
you must mark them as well.

Since you do not have enough free fields
available to allow you to draw a required area,
you may not cross off any fields.

You now need to draw an area that is 2 fields by 2 fields.
Unfortunately, you have neither enough free space to do so in
this arrangement, nor your joker available to help!

End of game:
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2
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DETAILED PLAY EXAMPLE (CONTINUED)

FINAL SCORING
1

17
9

2

16

3
4

5

5

-

1

You marked 12 trees for 12
points. You also get 5 bonus
points for having 10+ trees.

Total
17 Points

2

You marked 4 flowers. Since you
only completed one row, a bee
is worth 3 points. You marked 3
bees..

Total
9 Points

You marked 8 butterflies,
which is an even number.

Total
16 Points

3

4
4 You marked a single pair of birds.

5

You didn't mark off any
rainbows

-1
-3
54

8
1
9
2

9

6

You marked 3 clouds which
means each sapling is worth 2
points. You marked 1 sapling.

Total
2 Points

7

3 bears are outside the
borders of your drawn areas.

Total
9 Points

8

You crossed the river one time.

Total
-1 Point

9

You marked a single miss.

Total
-3 Points

Total
5 Points
17+9+16+5+0+2+9 -1-3=54

Zero
Points

SPRING

54 Points

Joker Dice

TREES: Each tree is worth 1 point. If you have marked 10 or more trees, you get 5 bonus
onus
points as well. Add these bonus points to the total score of this category.
BEES AND FLOWERS: The value of a bee depends on the number of flowers you have
marked. If you have marked 1-2 flowers, a bee is not worth any points. If you marked 3-5
flowers, each bee is worth 3 points. If you marked 6-8 flowers, each bee is worth 4 points.
If you marked 9 flowers, each bee is worth 5 points.
BUTTERFLIES: Each butterfly is worth 2 points. Be careful though, because you only get
to claim these points if you have marked an even number of butterflies. Odd numbers
score no points.
PAIRS OF BIRDS: For each pair of birds consisting of both a red and blue bird, you get 5
points. Attention: these birds have to be marked in the same area to count.
RAINBOWS: Only after you have marked all rainbows are you allowed to score for 30 points.
CLOUDS AND SAPLINGS: Each cloud that was rolled during the game must be marked in
the scoring area. The value of a sapling is dependent on the number of clouds rolled. If
3-5 clouds were rolled, each sapling is worth 2 points. If 6 or more clouds were rolled,
then each sapling is worth 4 points. If less than 3 clouds were rolled, then saplings are
not worth any points.
BEARS: Each bear that is outside all drawn areas at the end of the game is worth 3 points.
RIVER CROSSING (subtracts points)
When you draw an area that crosses the river, you must mark a river crossing in the
scoring area. Each river crossing requires you to subtract 1 point from your score.
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SUMMER

Joker Dice

east
TREES: Each tree is worth 2 points. You are only able to mark a tree if you rolled at least
one cloud in the same round.
DAISIES: Each daisy is worth 2 points. Be careful though, because you only get to claim
these points if you have marked an odd number of daisies. Even numbers score no
points.
CLOVER: The first player to mark off all 4 clovers on their game sheet scores 20 points.
If multiple players do this during the same round, they each score 20 points. Any
player to mark off all 4 clovers in future rounds receives 10 points instead.
APPLES, CHERRIES, PEACHES: Multiply the number of marks you have for each of the 3
fruits.
Example 1: You have 2 apples = 2 x 1 = 2 points..
Example 2: You have 2 apples and 3 cherries = 2 x 3 = 6 points.
Example 3: You have 2 apples, 3 cherries, and 4 peaches = 2 x 3 x 4 = 24 points.
FIREFLIES: Each firefly is worth 3 points. You may only mark off fireflies
if there were no clouds rolled in the current round.
MOSQUITOES: If you are able to keep all mosquitoes outside the borders of your drawn
areas at the end of the game, you will score 15 points. If even a single mosquito is
inside an area, you will not be able to score any points in this category.
SNAKE: Each snake that is outside all of your drawn areas at game end is worth 3
points.
RIVER CROSSING (neutral)
The summer brings hot weather which dries up the river. Because of this, the river is not
an obstacle this season and crossing it does not subtract nor gain you points.

AUTUMN

Joker Dice

MUSHROOMS: If you choose to mark mushrooms, you have to mark both red and brown
mushrooms in the area you have drawn at the same time. Each brown mushroom is
worth 3 points, but each red mushroom subtracts 2 points from your score.
PINECONES: Each completed row of pinecones is worth 12 points. Only complete rows
are eligible to score points. It is possible to finish both rows.
PINE TREES: Only complete rows of pine trees are eligible to score points. 3 pine
trees = 10 points / 6 pine trees = 20 points / 9 pine trees = 30 points.
ACORNS AND SQUIRRELS: Multiply the number of acorns by the number of squirrels. If
you have not marked one of either by game end, you are not able to score these points.
OAK TREE AND LEAVES: For each pair of oak trees and leaves you have marked, you
score 5 points. Only pairs are eligible to score points.
STORM: If a cloud
was rolled, you may only draw an area on your sheet if there
is at least one storm
present. If a storm is present, you proceed with the
round as normal. If there are no storms
present, you must mark a miss in your
scoring area. Attention: you must enclose tthe
h storm in your drawn area.
NO RIVER CROSSINGS POSSIBLE!
Fall brings heavy rainfall causing rivers to overflow their banks. You are not allowed to
cross the river this season. Areas drawn adjacent to the river are still allowed.
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WINTER

Joker Dice

SNOWFLAKES AND FIR TREES: Each fir tree is worth one point, but you are only able to
mark off and score them if there is a snowflake contained in the same area you have
just drawn. The snowflake is not worth any points.
ARCTIC FOX: Each arctic fox is worth 3 points, but you are only able to score them if
there is exactly one in the area you have just drawn.
BIRDS AND BERRIES: Each pair of of birds and berries is worth 5 points at the end of the
game, but only if you have the same number of each. If you do not have the same
number of each, this category will score no points.
MOOSE: You are not allowed to mark off moose in your drawn areas. If you end the
game with all of them contained inside of your drawn areas you score 12 points.
ICICLES: If you have marked off exactly 5 icicles by the end of the game you score 15 points.
HOLLY: The point value for Holly is determined by a dice roll at the end of the game.
One dice is rolled when scoring this category and the number on it is the point value
that each Holly is worth for all players.
CLOUDS AND SNOWDROPS: All clouds that are rolled are marked on your game sheet.
If have at least as many snowdrops marked as you do clouds at the end of the
game, each snowdrop is worth 3 points. Clouds do not count for points.
RIVER CROSSING (positive points)
When you draw an area that crosses the river, you mark a river crossing in the scoring
area. Each river crossing is worth 1 point.

VARIANTS
An entire year: Instead of playing a single game sheet, you can play all 4 seasons in a
row and add up the total number of points once all are complete. The player who has
the most points wins.
Alone in the forest: This game also offers an exciting challenge when played
solo. Have fun trying to obtain new high scores from game to game.

CREATOR
Paolo Mori, born in 1977, lives with his wife and two children on the edge
of the forest near Palermo. Since 2006, he has published over 30 board
games and is an integral part of the gaming community. After the card
game "Memento", he is now publishing his first Roll & Write with
KOSMOS.
The author and publisher would like to thank all of those who were involved in play testing, rule reading, and
providing creative ideas. These all combined to make "Blätterrauschen" the game you now hold in your hands.
The author especially thanks: Alice Mori, Francesco Sirocchi, Carlo A. Rossi, Alfredo Berni, Giovanni Melandri,
Francesco Pelagatti, Danilo Bersani, Luca Chiapponi.
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